News Sharing User Behaviour on Twitter:
A Comprehensive Data Collection of News Articles and Social
Interactions
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Abstract
We build a robust pipeline for collecting datasets describing news sharing. The pipeline takes as input a list of news sources and generates a large
collection of articles, of the accounts that provide them on the social media either directly or by retweeting, and of the social activities performed by these
accounts. We also provide a large-scale dataset, built using the aforementioned tool, that can be used to study the social behavior of Twitter users and
their involvement in the dissemination of news items.We show an application of our data collection in the context of political stance classification and
we suggest other potential usages of the presented resources [1, 2]

Pipeline

Main Contribution
A data collection and enrichment pipeline
which allows to generate custom data collections
that include features related both to news content and the social context starting from a predefined set of news sources.
A dataset which includes news articles
from US major news outlets and associated sharing activities on Twitter, covering
the content of the sharing tweets and details of
the users.

The pipeline shown in Figure 2 is composed by the following steps:
• takes as input a set of N articles URLs, gathered from a list of S pre-defined sources and used
to query the Twitter Search API and extract the T most recent tweets which contain
the url;
• save the accounts that tweeted them and investigate the U most recent tweets which contains
a URLs, storing them along with their polarity and subjectivity score;
• enrich the initial collection of URLs with new items which will be feedback to the initial
module of the pipeline.

Political Stance Classification

Figure 2: Description of the data collection papeline.

Data Description

Figure 1: Prediction results for US 2018 Midterm elections
with exclamation marks denoting wrong assignments.

Cluster name
Republican Activists
Democratic Activists
Republican Supporters
Democratic Supporters
Targets

Number of users
1371
973
1032
471
10545

Table 1: User groups and their cardinality.

• We collected hashtags representatives of
Republican and Democratic parties.

Our dataset is composed by: 69 news sources, 331679 news articles, news categories, 975788
tweets sharing the news, and 37106 users authoring the tweets.
We formalized an enriched user model which is built on four main dimensions:
1. a social identity;
2. features relative to user-generated content;
3. features derived from shared news articles;
4. the associated Twitter network.

• Based on Democratic (Republican) hashtags present in profiles or tweets we labeled
users respectively as Democratic (Republican) Activists or Supporters (Table 1);
• We used Supporters and Activists respectively as training and test sets;
• we achieved 90% accuracy with a Logistic Regression classifier;
• We show prediction results for 2018
Midterm elections in Figure 1: we computed political affiliation for Target users
with known residence, and assigned to
each state the average political stance of
their residents; only five states were incorrectly assigned.

Figure 3: From top-left to bottom-right the figures respectively show: the distribution of article per category, the distribution
of article per source, the distribution of users per number of tweets shared, the distribution of users per retweet rate.
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